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Abstract

 This paper defines an end-to-end Billing Process Model. The processes in this model are mapped to the

Telecommunication Management Network (TMN) Model. Usage Metering Interface (UMI) in the

process model is defined for between Network Providers (NP) and Equipment Providers (EP). And it is

designed for the BICI (Broadband ISDN Inter-Carrier Interface) environment where multiple carriers

using ATM as underlying technology provide broadband services such as Frame Relay Service (FRS),

Cell Relay Service (CRS), and Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS). It also presents the detail

contents of  usage events over using B-ISDN services.

1. Introduction

      The billing system is one of the most complicated

systems maintained by telecommunication service

providers.  The service providers may need to interface

with network operators and equipment suppliers.  So far,

most service providers have independently designed their

own proprietary schemes in finding the most efficient

and cost-effective solution to billing administration

processes.  Most of the efforts are geared towards

complete automation of both internal billing components

within the service provider itself and also external billing

interfaces that it offers to the customers.  Since there is

no common interface design approach adopted by service

providers, end-to-end billing automation is not possible.

Some of the billing interfaces need to be standardized as

soon as possible, especially when the service provider,

the network operator and the equipment supplier may

come from different countries due to the recent

worldwide deregulation in the telecommunications

industry.  In Network Management Forum (NMF), the

SMART (Service Management Automation and

Reengineering Team) Billing team currently calls for

solutions on the following 4 interfaces between:

-  Service Providers and Network Providers

   (Usage Accounting Interface)

  -  Network Providers and Equipment

      Providers (Usage Metering Interface)

  -  Service Providers and Service Providers

     (joint implementation agreements) and

  -  Service Providers and Customer

     (Invoice interface) [1].

      In this paper, we propose end-to-end billing process

model and design information model for BICI

environment at Usage Metering Interface between NP

and EP.  And we also propose the contents for usage

events of Broadband ISDN services (i.e., Cell Relay,

Frame Relay, Switched Multimegabit Data Service)

2. End-to-End Billing Process Model

      To design end-to-end billing process model, we need

to examine a billing system in the real world

environment and identify all the crucial processes.  An

example real billing system is illustrated in Figure 1.

      This billing system is based on the Bellcore standard,

which is used by practically all the telecommunications

carriers in the United States [2].  It shows how the AMA

(Automatic Message Accounting) data flow from

Generating System to Application Systems.  AMA is the

process of measuring and accounting for the use of

network resources by customers and carriers.   Raw

AMA data are generated by Generating System which is

switch or Service Control Points (SCP).  The raw AMA

data are transferred to Data Server.   Data Server may

serve multiple Generating Systems.  They may be

implemented internal or external to a Generating System.

The Data Server then transfers the AMA records to the

Data Processing and Management System (DPMS)

which has the whole network level of view.  Thus,

DPMS collects, correlates and processes the AMA

records according to the requirements specific to the



Application Systems in order to create so called

correlated AMA records. Correlated AMA records are

forwarded to the Application Systems.  Application

Systems are the end systems that need to obtain, use, and

process correlated AMA records according to their own

needs.  These Application Systems may include Billing

Systems, Fraud Detection Systems, Marketing Systems,

etc.  The scope of this paper is only on billing.  In the

billing system, there are two entities, Revenue

Accounting Office (RAO) and Invoice office.  RAO has

some rating and discounting rules to be applied to the

correlated AMA records that do not reflect money value.

Then RAO creates charge records reflecting money value

and  sends the charge records  to invoice office.   Invoice

office deals with customers such as sending invoices,

receiving payments, and negotiating billing complaints

etc.

Based on the real example of the billing System, we

design the end-to-end billing process model.  Figure 2

illustrates the end-to-end billing process model.

      The Customer Billing process is used to receive

invoices, send payments, make billing inquiries, request

for billing modifications [3].  The customer process

corresponds to customer organization.  The Invoicing

and Collection process provides the interface with the

Customer process.  It creates invoices, receives the

payments, responds to the billing inquiries from the

customer, etc.  Its functions correspond to those of

invoice office in the real world environment.  The Rating

and discounting process applies the appropriate rates on

the usage records that do not reflect any money value.

Its functions correspond to those of RAO (Revenue
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Accounting Office) in the real world.  Normally the

invoice office and the RAO reside in the service

provider’s domain.  Thus the invoice process and the

rating and discounting process belong to the Service

Management Level (SML) in TMN model.  The Usage

Data Collection process collects and correlates the usage

data and processes them according to specific

Application Systems requirements, in this case, the

Billing System requirements.  This process sits in the

Network Management Layer (NML) of TMN because it

has the network management level of view.  The Usage

Formatting process formats the raw AMA data passed by

the Usage Metering process.  It follows certain

formatting rules specified by the higher layer.  This

process belongs to the Element Management Layer

(EML) of TMN because it has some management

capabilities over the switch which normally contains

usage metering functions.  Most likely the Usage Data

Collecting process and the formatting process belong to

network provider’s domain.  The Usage Metering

process collects raw AMA data and passes them to the

next higher layer.  Its functions correspond to those of

generating systems in the real world environment.  This

process belongs to the Network Element Layer (NEL) of

TMN.   Thus this process belongs to the equipment

provider’s domain.

 
3. Usage Metering Interface

3.1. BICI and X.742

       The treatment of the UMI is quite different from the

other because it involves primarily hardware

equipment’s, which can understand at most one

communication protocol.  Today telecom industry has

agreed on the use of CMIP as a default protocol for

telecom equipments.  Thus, unlike the other interfaces,

the UMI emphasizes solely on information modeling.

We design the information model to collect the usage

information for B-ICI (Broadband ISDN Inter-Carrier

Interface) environment with  using the generic

management objects defined in X.742 [4, 5].  Thus, it is

necessary to briefly introduce the B-ICI and X.742

documents.

      ATM forum proposes the B-ICI documents which

specify how public carriers can be interconnected to

carry traffic for technology-independent multiservice

(Frame Relay, Switched Megabit Data Service,

Asynchronous Transfer Mode) using ATM backbone [6,

7]. Figure 3 illustrates how public carriers can be

interconnected.

       It has two phases in which PVC-based services are

first supported and SVC-based services.  It defines usage

measurement requirements, e.g., what and how usage

information should be collected.

       X.742 is titled as “Systems Management: Usage

Metering Functions for Accounting Purposes”.  It

provides generic management objects for usage

metering, e.g., Meter, MeterControl objects.  And it

provides a template to derive usage information specific

to a service type using potential accountable events e.g.,

registration, request, accept, complete, bulk, interruption,

and corresponding.

3.2. Service Independent/dependent Usage Infor-

mation

       A point-to-point PVC has at least two ends at which

usage measurements can be taken such as BICI, UNI,

FRS-UNI, SNI etc.  The BICI is an interface between

two carriers.  The objective is to support efficient
yr
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multiplexing of multiple services for inter-carrier

delivery. Any carrier can have a service specific UNI and

be connected to any other carrier via a BICI.  Broadband

services offered at a UNI include CRS, FRS, SMDS and

CES.  An inter-carrier point-to-point PVC has two

interfaces.  One interface is a BICI and the other

interface may be an UNI(i.e., an access interface which

is independent of any technology) or  a service specific

UNI.  Service-independent (i.e., common) inter-carrier

usage information can be generated by a broadband

switching system at the BICI interface. It includes a

count of the number of cells transported in the ingress

and/or egress direction.  Service-specific information is

generated at a non-BICI interface.

       To illustrate, Figure 4 shows a BICI interconnection

of ATM networks for carriers A and B, and a FRS-ATM

IWF(Interworking Function) for providing a FRS UNI.

Service-independent usage information is measured at r2,

and service-specific usge information is measured at r1

for payload received from the remote source BICI

interface.

3.3. Information Model at UMI

       The recordingIF object represents a recording

interface where usage measurements are taken for one or

more PVC's. The icPVC object is used to represent an

inter-carrier PVC at a recording interface.  It has the

attributes, which tell connection identification for the

icPVC, carrier’s identification, supported service type

etc. On each PVC connection we can install usage

metering device which can be represented by the

pvcMeter object. The pvcMeter object keeps measuring

usage information and reporting the measured usage

information according to the information in the

pvcMControl object to the NP, which hires the switch.

The pvcMControl object is used to control one or more

pvcMeters.  For example it starts, stops, suspends and

resumes metering devices which is represented by

pvcMeter.   These information objects are most likely

implemented in a switching system.  These information

objects are illustrated in Figure 5.

       X.742 provides a template to derive usage

information specific to a service type using potential

accountable events e.g., registration, request, accept,

complete, bulk, interruption, and corresponding.  The

Register event represents the detection of the requester

by the service provider.  The Request event represents

any form of input generated by the requester such as

dialed number, feature activation code. The accept event

represents any resulting response to a  previous request.

The complete event represents the completion of the

provided service such as the remote end clearing. The

Bulk event represents non-event related usage

measurement, such as the volume usage over a given

period on a PVC. However, X.742 doesn’t give the

specific contents in each event for a service.

      In this paper, we specify all the specific contents in

each event for Frame Relay Service, Cell Relay Service,

and  Switched Virtual Circuit service[8].  The example

of detailed contents of accountable events for SVC

service is illustrated below:
      
 SVC_Reg ::= SEQUENCE {
     callingPartyNumber
                     [0] NumericString,
     aESA
                     [1] NumericString OPTIONAL,
     defaultUNIAddress
                     [2]NumericString OPTIONAL,
     chargeablePartyNum
               [3] NumericString OPTION}
 SVC_Req ::= SEQUENCE{
     CalledPartyNumber
                     [0] NumericString,
     aESA
                     [1] NumericString OPTIONAL,
     broadbandBearerCapabili
                     [2] BroadBandBearerCapability,
     qOSClassForward
                     [3] QOSClass OPTIONAL,
     qOSClassBackward
                     [4] QOSClass OPTIONAL,
     forwardTrafficDescriptor
                     [5]ForwardTrafficDescriptor,
          ...

 SVC_Acc ::= SEQUENCE{…}
 SVC_Comp ::= SEQUENCE{ ...}
 SVC_Bulk ::= SEQUENCE{ ...}

The example of detailed contents of accountable events
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for PVC Frame Relay service is illustrated below:

FRS_Reg ::= SEQUENCE {
     sourceRecordingIfId
                     [0] NumericString,
     destinationRecordingIfId
                     [1] NumericString,
     destinationDLCI
                     [2]GraphicString}
FRS_Bulk::= SEQUENCE {
     receivedCount
                     [0] INTEGER,
     measurementUnit
                     [1] MeasurementUnit,
     intervalStartDate
                     [2]IntervalStartDate,
     intervalStartTime
                     [3]IntervalStartTime,
     intervalElapsedTime
                     [4]IntervalElapsedTime}

The example of detailed contents of accountable events
for SMDS service is illustrated below:

SMDS_Reg ::= SEQUENCE {
     destinationAddress
                     [0] NumericString,
     members
                     [1] Members OPTIONAL }
SMDS_Bulk::= SEQUENCE {
     aggregate[0]SETOF
           SEQUENCE{
           sourceAddress

[0] NumericString,
           conditionCode
                     [1] ConditionCode,
           incommingNetwork
                     [2]NumericString,
           incommingTransPathSet
                     [3] NumericString,
           packetCount
                     [4]INTEGER,
           segmentCount
                     [5]INTEGER}
     intervalStartDate
                     [1]IntervalStartDate,
     intervalStartTime
                     [2]IntervalStartTime,
     intervalElapsedTime
                     [3]IntervalElapsedTime }

4.  Conclusion

      In  this paper, we have presented the information

model for BICI at the UMI which is the lowest interface

in the proposed end-to-end billing process model. And

we also propose the contents for potential usage events

of Broadband ISDN services(i.e., Cell Relay, Frame

Relay, Switched Multimegabit Data Service)

      There are some more future work. Although this

paper addresses only the information model at the lowest

interface between NP and EP, we should also address the

interfaces among EP, NP, SP and C.
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